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The human body can act as a medium for the transmission of electromagnetic waves in the wireless body sensor networks context. However, there are transmission losses in biological tissues due to the presence of water and salts. This Letter focuses on lateral intra-body microwave communication through different biological tissue layers and demonstrates the effect of the tissue thicknesses by comparing signal coupling in the channel. For this work, the authors utilise the R-band frequencies since it overlaps the industrial, scientific and medical radio (ISM) band. The channel model in human tissues is proposed based on electromagnetic simulations, validated using equivalent phantom and ex-vivo measurements. The phantom and ex-vivo measurements are compared with simulation modelling. The results show that electromagnetic communication is feasible in the adipose tissue layer with a low attenuation of around 2 dB per 20 mm for phantom measurements and 4 dB per 20 mm for ex-vivo measurements at 2 GHz. Since the dielectric losses of human adipose tissues are almost half of ex-vivo tissue, an attenuation of around 3 dB per 20 mm is expected. The results show that human adipose tissue can be used as an intra-body communication channel.

1. Introduction: Wireless body sensor networks have recently attracted significant interest in a range of applications including medical and healthcare monitoring systems [1–3]. The human body has a complex anatomy comprising different layers of tissues such as skin, adipose (body fat), muscle and so on. The dielectric properties of these tissues depend on various factors such as the age, the body composition and the gender [4]. Moreover, the dielectric properties of a tissue can vary with the frequency, temperature and humidity. The dielectric properties of biological tissues can be roughly divided into two categories, based on their water contents. Tissues with high water content, such as muscles (73–78%) and skin (60–76%), and tissues with low water content, such as adipose (5–10%) and bone (8–16%) [5]. Adipose tissues are hydrophobic which means they retain less water and, consequently, have a low dielectric constant. Moreover, adipose tissues exhibit low dielectric losses compared with other tissues. Therefore, it is worthy to investigate the use of adipose tissues as a communication channel to transfer information through the human body.

From the statistic made by World Health Organization, more than 1.9 billion adults worldwide are overweight in 2014 and 31.58% of them are obese [6]. People suffering from obesity will have excess adipose deposition below the skin layer and in abdominal cavities. Obesity and overweight are often related to health problems such as diabetes, high blood pressure, respiratory ailments and so on [7]. These diseases require frequent follow-ups using implanted sensors [8]. A communication channel through the excess of adipose tissue will largely benefit in procuring physiologic data from these patients.

Several studies in the literature were conducted to investigate normal signal transmission through multilayer tissues, such as capacitive [9, 10] and galvanic coupling [11–13], however little work has been done to investigate lateral signal transmission through a specific tissue. In this work, we investigate the lateral signal transmission in biological tissues and evaluate the use of these tissues as a communication channel for intra-body communication. To model the human biological tissues, we build two dielectric models that comprise three layers of tissue: skin, adipose and muscle. We do comprehensive parametric studies to investigate the impact of the tissues’ sizes on the transmission of electromagnetic waves.

This Letter demonstrates a new approach to characterise adipose and muscle tissue for intra-body communication channel over a microwave frequency range 1.7–2.6 GHz. These frequencies overlap with the industrial, scientific and medical radio (ISM) frequency band, which is free to be used in medical application. Microwave imaging applications also utilise similar frequencies such as 0.5–4 GHz [14]. Antennas working at these frequencies are used to communicate from implanted sensors to off body devices [15]. Referring to [16], in order to ensure the compatibility with other users, they use the unlicensed ultra-wideband spectrum for short-range patient monitoring and consume very low power.

To validate our results, we propose an experimental setup comprising of a realistic electromagnetic probe, an equivalent phantom for human tissues and ex-vivo tissues from pork belly.

This Letter is organised as follows. In Section 2, we briefly review the materials and techniques used in this work. Section 3 presents a theoretical study based on numerical simulations using the commercial CST microwave package. Section 4 briefly explains the electromagnetic probe we use in our simulations and experiment. Section 5 shows the comparison of dielectric properties of human tissues, phantom and ex-vivo. Section 6 describes the experimental setup and the results obtained by using equivalent phantom and ex-vivo tissues, and Section 7 shows the simulation setup. Results are presented and discussed in Section 8. Finally, concluding remarks are given.

2. Materials and methods: We investigate the wave propagation though human skin, adipose and muscle tissues at the frequency band 1.7–2.6 GHz. We study the effect of biological tissues thicknesses on the transmission channel. We choose two 3D...
models that we design separately using the commercial CST package. The two models, namely model A and model B, are shown in Figs. 1a and b. Model A is a three-layer structure comprising skin, adipose and muscle layers (organised from top to bottom, respectively), while model B contains the skin layer and a rather thick muscle layer (to represent low adipose body types). The two models have the dimensions 75 mm (W) × 75 mm (L), illustrated in Fig. 1, while the third dimension will vary. The dielectric properties of the tissues are given in Table 1 [17].

Fig. 2 illustrates the proposed setup that we use to characterise the biological tissues. A transmitting probe (Tx) launches an electromagnetic signal that horizontally propagates towards the other side of the tissue, where a receiving probe (Rx) is used to detect the received signal. As a proof of concept, first we rely on the built-in waveguide ports, in the CST package, to simulate the electromagnetic probes Tx and Rx (later, we propose a realistic probe optimised to operate at the frequency band of interest). In addition, we use open-space boundary conditions around the setup to simulate non-reflecting environments. Further, we use the bio-tissue material included in the CST software to simulate the dielectric properties of the biological tissues.

3. Numerical investigations: Using the setup described in the previous section, we investigate the effect of the thickness of the layers, of the proposed models, on signal transmission. In all cases, the thickness of the skin layer is fixed to 2 mm. We investigate the impact of the thicknesses of the adipose and the muscle layers on signal transmission between Tx and Rx. Table 2 summarises the cases that we investigate. We used bio-tissue material included in the CST software to simulate three layers, of the proposed models, on signal transmission. In all cases, the thickness of the skin layer is

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Thickness of tissue layer, mm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Second layer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 3 compares $S_{21}$ dB, as a function of frequency, obtained by simulation for various adipose layers. The simulation results show the signal coupling over the frequency band 1.7–2.6 GHz. We note that the amplitudes of the $S_{21}$ dB improves as the thickness of the adipose layer increases until 25 mm and does not vary much when the thickness is increased further. This is because, for a given frequency range, a minimum dimension of waveguide is required to match the impedance. In this case, the three layers tissues can be considered as a waveguide filled with adipose. It can be seen from Fig. 3 that the best signal coupling occurs at 25 mm and above, and therefore it is considered as a good adipose thickness to be used for communicating in the given frequency range. The value of $S_{21}$ for the thickest adipose layer is about $-15$ dB, which indicates a possible use of that tissue as a communication medium.

Second, we investigate the impact of the muscle layer thickness on signal transmission between Tx and Rx, when model A is used. We choose the 25 mm-thick adipose layer, which is also an average thickness for the adipose layer in human body [18]. We vary the thickness of the muscle layer in model A from 20 to 45 mm. Fig. 3 shows that the muscle layer has a little impact on both the $S_{21}$ and the $S_{11}$ curves. The high contrast in the dielectric properties between the muscle and the adipose layer allows even thin muscle layers to act as good boundaries that confine signals within the adipose layer.

![Fig. 1 Simulation setup of models of the human tissues](image1)

(a) Model A: skin–adipose–muscle layer  
(b) Model B: skin–muscle 1–muscle 2 layer

![Table 1 Dielectric properties of materials at 2.0 GHz](image2)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tissues</th>
<th>Relative permittivity, $\varepsilon_r$</th>
<th>Conductivity, $\sigma$ (S/m)</th>
<th>Loss tangent, $\tan \delta$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>skin</td>
<td>38.57</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>adipose</td>
<td>5.33</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>muscle</td>
<td>53.29</td>
<td>1.46</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Fig. 2 Illustration of the model we use to characterise the biological tissues](image3)

![Fig. 3 Impact of varying the adipose layer thickness on the coupled and reflected signals for model A (skin = 2 mm, adipose thickness varies from 10 to 35 mm, muscle thickness = 30 mm)](image4)

![Fig. 4 Impact of varying the thickness of the muscle layer on the coupled and reflected signals for model A (skin = 2 mm, adipose thickness = 25 mm, muscle thickness vary from 20 to 45 mm)](image5)
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As a final study, we investigate the transmission of electromagnetic signals through the muscle layer. We use model B, where a muscle tissue that represents very low adipose body types replaces the adipose tissue of model A. Fig. 5 shows the reflection and the coupling coefficients through the muscle layer. Inspecting the scale of the vertical axis in Fig. 5, we see a very low signal coupling through the muscle layer, which is expected because of the high dielectric losses of this layer. We note that lower values of $S_{11}$ (good matching between the port and the muscle layer) contribute to a better coupling through the muscle channel.

Overall, the simulation results indicate that the adipose tissue can perform much better as a low loss communication channel than the muscle tissue. In the next section, we pursue an experimental characterisation of the adipose channel aiming to use this layer for intra-body communications.

4. Phantom and electromagnetic probe design: To validate our simulations, we propose an equivalent phantom model to represent the human tissues. Table 3 shows the materials that we use to construct the phantom together with their dielectric properties. We use the Agilent dielectric probe kit (Series number: 85070E) to measure the dielectric properties of these materials. By using computed tomography scanning, Hwang and Shin [19] gave reference values for the thickness of the adipose layer. In their study, they found that the adipose thickness varies from 3.5 mm (at biceps site) to 39.0 mm (at upper abdomen site), and the average adipose thickness in the upper part of the abdomen is around 22.2 mm. Therefore, we develop a phantom with 25 mm-thick adipose layer and we use 2 and 30 mm for the skin and the muscle layers, respectively. The equivalent phantom represents the skin, the adipose and the muscle. We use an agar-based material for the skin and the muscle, and for the adipose tissue we use adhesive putty.

We use an optimised probe that operates in the R-band (1.7–2.6 GHz). The probe shown in Fig. 6 consists of three parts: (i) A 25 mm × 50 mm × 70 mm rectangular waveguide section, (ii) a standard SubMiniature version A (SMA) connector and (iii) a topology optimised monopole antenna (TOMA) to match the SMA connector to the rectangular waveguide [20]. In order to ensure the electromagnetic continuity and maximise the signal coupling from the probe to the adipose layer, we fill the former with easily machinable rubber with dielectric properties similar to adipose. Table 3 shows the properties of the tissue-equivalent phantom at 2.0 GHz. The antenna is designed on a 0.762 mm-thick RO3203 substrate with relative permittivity 3.02, and a loss tangent of 0.016. The overall dimension of the antenna is 25 mm × 50.52 mm, while the overall dimension of the waveguide is 25 mm × 70 mm.

Fig. 7 shows some steps of probe fabrication. A TOMA is designed and fabricated (Fig. 7a). The TOMA is inserted in a rubber block with a dimension of 70 mm × 50.52 mm × 25 mm as shown in Fig. 7b. The TOMA–rubber assembly is covered using copper tape to form a coax to waveguide adapter and the final probe is shown in Fig. 7c.

Fig. 8 shows the probe to probe measurement setup with Fieldfox Microwave Analyzer (N9918A). The probes are aligned horizontally and placed face to face in contact to measure $S$-parameters. The $S$-parameter measurement results for probe to probe configuration are shown in Fig. 9.
measurement results and the dashed line shows the simulation results. The resonant frequencies of both simulation and measurements are at 2.03 and 2.0 GHz with $S_{11}$ of $-24$ and $-23$ dB, respectively. The measurement results agree with the simulation. Any discrepancy especially at 2.44 and 2.48 GHz might be due to uneven metallic surface (copper tape) of the probe. Since the probe offers better coupling at 2.0 GHz, it is considered as the centre frequency for result analysis. In this work, characterisation of the transmission channel is given more focus than optimising the probe itself.

5. Dielectric properties of phantom, ex-vivo and human tissues:
Figs. 10–12 show the comparison of dielectric properties for skin, adipose and muscle with respect to the phantom, ex-vivo and human tissues at room temperature. The dielectric properties of the phantom, ex-vivo and human tissues are comparable.

6. Phantom and ex-vivo experimental setup:
Fig. 13 shows the experimental setup that we use in our investigations. The three-layer equivalent phantom is placed between the two probes, which are aligned with the adipose layer. To investigate the signal transmission through the tissues, we study the scattering parameters ($S_{11}$ and $S_{21}$) of the two probes for a set of different tissues’ lengths. We start by a length of 100 mm for the equivalent phantom and measure the scattering parameters of the two probes, and then we shorten the equivalent phantom by 10 mm after each measurement to perform the next one. We use a similar setup for the ex-vivo experiments as shown in Fig. 14a. In the ex-vivo experiments, we use pork belly meat comprising of skin, adipose and muscle. Moreover, to preserve the cuboid shape of the tissues, we use polystyrene holder to keep the muscle tissue in place as shown in Fig. 14b.

7. Simulation setup:
Fig. 15 shows the cross-sectional geometry of the simulation model in the CST software. The geometry consists of

---

Table 4 Comparison of dielectric properties ($\varepsilon'$ and tan $\delta$) of the phantom, ex-vivo and human at 2.0 GHz

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tissues</th>
<th>Phantom</th>
<th>Ex-vivo</th>
<th>Human</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\varepsilon'$</td>
<td>tan $\delta$</td>
<td>$\varepsilon'$</td>
<td>tan $\delta$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>skin</td>
<td>38.182</td>
<td>0.208</td>
<td>34.839</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>adipose</td>
<td>5.038</td>
<td>0.010</td>
<td>4.096</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>muscle</td>
<td>56.114</td>
<td>0.201</td>
<td>48.855</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4 shows the permittivity and the loss tangent of the phantom, the ex-vivo and the human tissues. As can be seen in Table 4, the human tissue has lower losses compared with the ex-vivo measurement.
two probes and the three-layer tissue model. All measurement data for skin, adipose and muscle tissue were uploaded into the CST simulator, to obtain a similar environment in simulation as in the phantom and ex-vivo experimentation. We design and simulate the three-layer model and vary the distance between the two probes from 10 to 100 mm.

8. Results and discussion: The S-parameter results for phantom and ex-vivo simulation and measurements are obtained and presented in this section. As shown in Figs. 16–19, the solid line corresponds to the measurement results, and the dashed line corresponds to the simulation results. The measurements and simulations were done by varying probe–adipose channel–probe, distance by 10 mm. For the brevity of the results, we have only provided the data with 20 mm variation.

The rather large discrepancy shown in Fig. 16 between simulated and experimental values of $S_{11}$ is not surprising. For a presumably matched system, also a small defect in the electromagnetic coupling will show up as a large difference since small values are compared. Possible explanations for the difference include geometrical distortions of the phantom setup and air bubbles getting stuck in the contact zone between the antenna patch and the adhesive putty.

The measurement results for phantom in Fig. 17 show a good signal coupling at R-band, which demonstrates that we can

---

**Fig. 16** Comparison reflection coefficient, $S_{11}$ of phantom between simulation and measurement (skin = 2 mm, adipose = 25 mm, muscle = 30 mm)

**Fig. 17** Comparison transmission coefficient, $S_{21}$ of phantom between simulation and measurement (skin = 2 mm, adipose = 25 mm, muscle = 30 mm)

**Fig. 18** Comparison reflection coefficient, $S_{11}$ of ex-vivo between simulation and measurement (skin = 2 mm, adipose = 25 mm, muscle = 30 mm)

**Fig. 19** Comparison transmission coefficient, $S_{21}$ of ex-vivo between simulation and measurement (skin = 2 mm, adipose = 25 mm, muscle = 30 mm)
communicate through the adipose layer. The measurement results show good correlation with simulation results. For phantom of 100 mm length, we get an $S_{21}$ value of $-11$ dB for measurement compared with $-18$ dB in simulation at 2 GHz. The discrepancy between simulation and measurement might stem from the difference in the shape of the physical phantom with the respect to simulation model. From Fig. 17, we also can see that, as the length of the phantom is decreased by 20 mm, the insertion loss ($S_{21}$) is decreased by $\sim$2 dB, both for simulation and measurement.

Fig. 18 shows the discrepancy between simulated and experimental values of $S_{11}$. It can be seen that, the discrepancies between simulation and measurement are much lesser compared with the phantom (Fig. 16). This is because, ex-vivo tissues retain better geometrical shape compared with that of phantom. As shown in Fig. 19, the $S_{21}$ measurement results show good correlation with the simulation results. The graph shows a similar trend compared with the phantom experimentation. For ex-vivo of 100 mm length, the $S_{21}$ value is almost $-20.5$ dB for measurement and $-21.5$ dB for simulation at 2 GHz. We also can see for both simulation and measurement, as the length of the ex-vivo is decreased by 20 mm, the insertion loss ($S_{21}$) is decreased by $\sim$4 dB.

In overall, we saw $\sim$2 dB per 20 mm loss in phantom measurement and 4 dB per 20 mm loss in ex-vivo measurement. The differences between phantom and ex-vivo measurements are due to the dielectric properties of loss tangent. Ex-vivo adipose tissue has high losses compared with phantom. Based on the loss tangent values for different adipose tissue in Table 4, we expect transmission characteristic with a loss of around 3 dB per 20 mm for human adipose tissue.

Variation in body composition has not been taken into account in this Letter. The results show that signal coupling is optimal in adipose tissue layers of 25 mm thickness and above and therefore the translation of our data to clinical application appears valid, as the mean thickness of adipose layers in the human body is 25 mm. Still, variation in body composition can be substantial and specifically in patients with a low body mass index the signal quality may be influenced by the thickness of the adipose layer.

This work will be beneficial in establishing communication between implanted sensors laterally over a wide area across human body. Using microwave signals for intra-body communication will substantially increase bandwidth and data rate. This communication methodology can offer higher integrity since the signals can communicate through the adipose layer. The measurement results show good correlation with ex-vivo tissues, the transmission loss can be calculated as about 3 dB. This work shows that the adipose tissue can offer low transmission loss for intra-body microwave communication. It can be a potential technique for monitoring disease conditions and transmitting information from or to implantable medical devices.
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